Archaeomaterials Seminar
Michaelmas Term 2021, Thursday 5-6pm
Lecture Theatre, 1 South Parks Rd

Dr Camilla BERTINI, School of History, Classics and Archaeology, University of Newcastle, UK & Department of History, Harvard University, USA
A new perspective: Early Medieval glass from Comacchio and the “WINDOWGLASSMED” project (H2020-MSCA-IF-2019)

Week 3 28th October – In person, with hybrid link and recording - https://bit.ly/ASNorthover
Dr Peter NORTHOVER, Emeritus of Department of Materials, University of Oxford, UK
Metal as a Measure of Fire

Dr Alison SHERIDAN, Emeritus of the National Museums Scotland, UK
Gold in Britain’s auriferous regions, c 2450–c 800 BC

Week 5 11th November – In person, with hybrid link and recording - https://bit.ly/ASGhigo
Dr Tea GHIGO, Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford, UK
Types of text and types of ink: what if a “pencil” existed back in the Early Middle Ages?

Week 6 18th November TIME AND STREAMING DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED
Dr Aude MONGIATTI, Scientific Department, the British Museum, UK
Uncovering past technologies: metals studies at the British Museum

Week 7 25th November STREAMING DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED
Luciana CARVALHO, School of Archaeology/Department of Materials, University of Oxford, UK
Exploring organic residues trapped in archaeological metal corrosion.

Week 8 28th November
Informal Discussion Group, All welcome
Bring along any interesting data, artefact or sample you want to discuss, and we will informally share ideas. If the weather is pleasant, we will hold this session in University Parks.

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RIAHAMaterials
Organiser: victoria.sainsbury@arch.ox.ac.uk
To subscribe to maillist email: archaeomaterials_seminars-subscribe@maillist.ox.ac.uk